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Meditation of the Month
I AM the Dance of Life within
you. I AM the poles within Man.
I AM the rhythm of the Universe
Man beating as the Son of God.
I AM the God within united with
the mate.
And in this way do I come again
in body, soul, mind and spirit.
I AM Spirit Man.
I AM the rhythm of the new Man.
Behold I AM that being created
of Me for this time.
I set My feet upon the ground. I
AM activated as the song on
earth. Behold I AM the Son risen
to be born.
I AM the God-Man born of Me.
This is the song of the Dance.
(From Walking Together, Lesson
Six)
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The measure of a man is his alignment with the Christ. Let the
Order of Melchizedek unfold within your consciousness and
agree with the perfection of Being that I AM.

The Ascension includes your Twin Flame, or your Divine
Complement.
And so, even as Jesus recognized and drew the two into One
within Him in His Ascension, SO MUST YOU. As you draw and
bring together the positive-negative within yourself, you are
actually drawing the Divine Complement to you, and the
mystical marriage occurs.
The Divine Complement is that which is complemented only in
the higher spheres (regions of light). The Creative Power is the
body of that two in One.
With the merging of the two in the One comes a new body of
light. A tangible body which you can see and hear. It is a Holy
Spirit body. It is the Creative Power that is God in Man risen to
actualize the two as One or divine Be-ing. This is the
Personality of The Christ decreed from the Beginning and
CALLED FORTH IN THIS TIME.
Now in regards to the unique relationship between the two, the
Divine Complements, I cannot repeat too often that this is not a
relationship of mortal life or possessive love.
Yo u a r e
ascending into WHO YOU ARE in truth. And when the GodCenter is activated within your heart and mind, this is what
happens: a return to Spirit and to spiritual awareness.
There can be no Divine Complement without the God radiation
active within you, agreeing with the Creative Power (Mighty
Spirit, Omnipresence) that is rising: That which is the
compassionate love, the selflessness that you must radiate as
the Christ. YOU CANNOT RELATE (or correspond), YOU
CANNOT COMPLEMENT EACH OTHER UNLESS YOU ARE
ACTUALIZING YOUR "IMAGE AND LIKENESS." That is the
full proof of your reality.
The natural rhythms of My Word connect you.
And there is no other.
There is no Divine Complement in the lower self. There is no
Continued on page 3
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Divine Complement that satisfies the “self”, the
selfishness, the extreme possessiveness that often
overtakes an individual when he or she is "in love" because the Divine Complement is the other part of
yourself in the Christ or the Vital Self of Being.

truth. You are brought to this Plane by the union of
the two in One in Me. Then the harvest will come and
what a harvest it will be! I that AM create in the
fullness of My Thought. All is in Me and I AM in all.
Complete and vital in the truth. Every individual has
this potential – every individual who returns “home.”
As this Earth is opening and finding within herself a That is My Plan.
new heart, a full graduation into Love is taking place.
This, in turn, calls forth the Divine Complement, the The soul's mission is to rise into God or Creative
complementary energies that will produce a true Power. It is the passage of this soul into the Creative
heaven on Earth. The possessiveness that is the Power that is the Path. Be alert and observe your
human lot at this time does not correspond to the relationships. These relationships give you truth.
Divine Complement nor to the degree of Power and They tell you of your self. Any lack of respect you
Light that is making Its entrance onto this planet.
may be showing to your masculine or feminine
counterpart is only a reflection of that which has not
There is no selfishness in Me. It is all unconditional, come together within yourself. if you cannot align
selfless love in Me. I have no other.
Your the positive (male) and negative (female) poles
relationships between male and female are a working within you there can be no completion of the
out of that which is within you in preparation for that creative cycle. You will be unable to activate the
grand union within the Ascension.
Creative Power (soul energy) and unable to
produce or manifest; thus blocking the energy that
Monitor how you react to one another: the masculine desires to rise as Daughter of God, CREATIVE
or feminine pole in your daily activities, for it is simply POWER. That Daughter-Power seeks to serve the
a reflection of what is going on within you. The Will of God. When you cause an imbalance within
negative-positive must unite WITHIN YOU for the star yourself such as I have been discussing, divine
to be born, for this union of the Divine Complement to initiation is stopped and you may well find yourself in
return to you in its COMPLEMENTARY position of a prison of your own making. To release yourself,
truth and love.
the Creative Power must rise in the form of wombman, woman, the second Eve. If you mistreat the
Again, I want to underline THERE IS NO DIVINE female, your energy will be blocked. It cannot rise
COMPLEMENT IN MORTAL LIFE. This union serves and restore itself to its rightful position in the
only in the Higher Self, the Christ attitude, or the alignment of God.
higher spheres. I would suggest to you now that you
reflect upon this very deeply, that you may be called Every deed that you put yourself to, every act
into a deeper yearning.
that you undertake, first you must ask yourself:
Is this of the resurrection? If it is not, discard it
The closer you come to ascension, the closer your and throw it away.
vibratory Complement comes that you, together, will God unites the two in One as it was in the Beginning.
rise into a new name. But you must remember that Not as you want it to be or as you think it should be
your love must be UNCONDITIONAL love. What is but as it WAS and always shall Be through the
taking place in your outer life, or outpicturing, in the formation of God in you.
polarities is simply a reflection of that which is taking
place within you,
The Complements must come HOLY SPHERES OF LIGHT
together WITHIN YOURSELF to actualize the Divine Consciousness manifests. You have but to change
Complement. When the two are One then you are in your consciousness to change the world. This is a
the Garden of Eden or place of Creative Power and key to your survival. Monitor your reactions, your
positioned in Me. It is then the holy dust will fall
Continued on page 4
bringing you a peace and a harmony that is all I AM in
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feelings, your thoughts. Treat the opposite polarity with
love and respect. He/she that you see is part of yourself.
Remember to create out of yourself first; not let the outer
world dictate. If you can stand in Oneness, you can decree
to the world. All is not stable until there is a certainty about
your own position.

a need for the two to surrender or merge into
that One.

There is no "outer" polarity other than that
which is WITHIN you. What you see in your
outer world is simply your own polarity
reflecting back to you. You correct any
When you have achieved unconditional love, that sense mistakes you make on the outer by returning to
of selflessness, that unification with the Christ, then you the One. Consciousness of union re-creates
will see and know the Divine Complement, the Twin itself. It is the blessing of the all-forgiving God.
Flame. As within so without.
(Forgiveness can be likened to an eraser. It
does not look back.)
Because of the times, we must pay particular attention to
this Divine Complement. We must remember that there is You cannot force a relationship. Relationship
no ascension without this union of the two in One.
emerges as the One...the City Foursquare.
The preparation you have had in this
You cannot force a relationship. You cannot force University, and through other schools of light
someone else to think as you do, to feel as you do, to live and love, to center on the Christ Within will be
as you would. The forming, uniting, of the two in One - the very important now as you enter a new era of
divine relationship - emerges as a direct result of your own response-ability. A new life. (This University
consciousness of Oneness. There is a Presence in this offers a very full and rich program, laying a
emergence: the two become the One. The personality foundation for your increased response-ability
(the mask) dissolves into the frequency of light. The man in the Resurrection and New Era. Books, Cds
and woman join in a frequency of nine.
and supplementary lesson material can be
ordered through the University store at
The sharp discomfort in energy between two attempting to http://shop.melchizedeklearning.com/main.sc
relate in marriage, business, family, is often a result of lack .)
of attunement with the Christ-Center. Communication
must come from the Christ-Center, the Love-Center of our Your Christed energy (Jesus saw the Woman
Universe. You, who have stepped on the path of as perfect, by His side) as female is to align
Ascension, may find that your relationships with the with the male pole: divinely drawn together.
opposite sex are changing. More and more you will The two in One must reflect the oneness and
discover that the only relationship you may have is with the glory of God.
the God-Center. From that place (Jesus called it the
kingdom within) a relationship emerges of the light.
We know in truth there is only one. The power
of the Creative Energy draws us together. The
As you are awakening the powers within you, you Divine Mother calls you back unto Him. And
are awakening the grace of God within you.
that love that you seek in your heart as
companionship is the love of the Creator in you
Pay close attention, for the polarities will express in many wishing to express Itself into every pore of your
different ways. And it comes acutely as your time draws body. But you must leave the world now as you
near to vibrate the wholeness of your person and the have known it. Pack your bags and leave. For
beauty of your life. To become "One" again in conscious the world is not. It never was. This that I give
reality is the desire of God. As God's plan as the Supreme you is My heaven on Earth. It is the blessing of
Being is to express and know Himself-Herself in My embodiment: the two in one in the higher
conscious union of Himself-Herself through you, so does degrees of Love.
the need to surrender into the perfect rhythm of GodContinued on page 5
Being become a focalized presence within you. There is
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I Am the Universe Creator speaking. It is I. Hold now
this perspective of that which is to come. I t i s M y
reason for your life in this vessel. Hold that vision.
Watch your ways. And be ascended. BE ASCENDED.
Yea, I say unto you: BE ASCENDED. And these things
that have been will be no more.

And all things shall be returned home. Isn't this
the day for rejoicing? This high intensity light is
the Solar Logos knowing Himself as I. As this
manifests in Creative Power many devas
(angels) dance with joy.
The Cross lays heavy on the soul, but as it is
absorbed into the system, a new threshold is
connected. And we see the light. And the light is
great indeed. And from this light, there comes the
two in One. The Holy Trinity comes forth.

AN EASTER MESSAGE
April 15, 1990 Castleton, Virginia
Blessed are they who celebrate the Cross because
then they can understand the resurrection. And the The Twin Flames are joined because the great
Holy Spirit descends upon them and there is great joy. light draws them ever closer and near.
Remember from the previous lesson that the
You are passing into a dimension of consciousness relationship, the complementary power which
where there is great light. Be ye prepared as ones for exists between the two, can only be experienced
this light.
by the Divine Complements in the very highest
and the purest degree. Twin Flames do not relate
Allow yourself to be parented by God. When you in the lower self, nor through the passive desires
of mankind.
give yourself to Me, you have both father and
mother. There is a fulfillment in this, and a
And the love experienced by most human beings,
positioning into the balance of all life in you.
as seeming mortals, the love that human beings
Be a lighthouse unto many. Restore the poor. And give have sought, the conditions that they have placed
them hope and joy. Begin to think of others rather than on love, that "love" is not available in the spheres
yourself. And listen to the Voice within that shows you of light. There is only one love and that is the love
the way, the holy Shepherd of yourself, that is ever of The Christ. He Who is given unto thee in the
conscious of your truth and blends His breath with center of your self. THERE IS ONLY ONE
LOVE AND THAT IS THE UNCONDITIONAL
Mine.
LOVE OF THE LIGHT THAT FOUNDED US: The
"I have risen!" What "I" is this that rises to proclaim Christ. Seal of Melchizedek.
itself? He who is given "I" knows the I. It is the precious
Son of God, My revelation in you. If "I" is risen, isn't it So, as the two move ever closer to one another,
there is love. Not love for the individual, but a love
time we recognized that "I" in us that IS risen?
that is as the sun shining upon this earth and
This morning the words came to me: Break the throughout the cosmos. It is like unto a star, a
attachments! Attachments may be to people, may be great star of universe consistency. F o r a s w e
to situations, things ... or even thought forms. As we have learned, the fulfillment comes from within.
break the attachments a new sound can be heard in our Then that fulfillment draws your Complement to
you as ONE AND THE SAME. And you, then, are
system, the sound of light: I AM!
love, blessed and returned to the Original
The body is taking on new energies: proclaiming the Creation.
King in all systems! The Son is risen through every cell
of our body! It is the proclamation of the great Approved and released through the Brotherhood
emergence of Great LIGHT - high intensity light such of Life, Order of Melchizedek. - CRYSTAL
as we have never seen before. We are to experience
the light of the Universe Creator through our system!
Page 5
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safety locks, of your false securities. Then you move into the vast realms of the Spirit where the
only guarantee is your own consciousness in God.
Man and woman are aligned to ascend
together. They must learn to live together
in a peaceful life. Yet, in this peace, each
must stand in their own light and function
within themselves as light. This
constitutes the immortal being.
What you must learn, 0 people of this
earth, is the following command: Be true
to your Self in the creative power you are.
This must be your lesson: To live in the
Presence of God, Beingness, whole and
complete in your Self. No separation - but
complete. For in this completeness lies
your state of immortality and the power to
Be. Seek first That which is within you as
love and all else will manifest in the truth
circuit you are as you go from glory to
glory in regions of light.
As to man and woman now ... First learn
that everything you see and hear is first
created within you. That is the secret of
eternalization. The creative spark must be
ignited within your soul. From that spark
will come the Divine Complement. This is
the male-female together in harmony, the
perfect "marriage.”
As you understand the male-female
within you and sense their love and
cooperation with one another, so then
shall you know agreement in your earth
experience or your embodiment. Man and
woman are not separate. They are one or
One, as you draw Me into you as "I AM."
Seek not the mate. You are the mate. What
kind of a mate are you? Are you loving in
yourself? Supportive? Are you receptive
and loving to the other half of your Self?
Can you give and receive? Answer these
questions now.

process out the old system, you will find Let us know this: Creative
Power wants to objectify. It
this to be so.
wishes to rise into direct
The mate is within you. Nothing manifestation as Son or
manifests other than that which has illumined Self.
been conceived. Can you understand?
Join the mate of yourself in complete When you allow the Perfection
harmony and allow this mate to of your being to know Itself as I
objectify as your perfect companion. AM, then the Power will rise
Loneliness can only come from you - and declare Itself in all ways.
your inability to conceive of your own And you will have inherited My
mate in true form now. Let the mate Kingdom. All things become
manifest! As you ascend in light yours in Me. So saith the Lord
together: I AM one. The mate is part of (or manifest Consciousness).
the ascension so do not deny him/her.
MAN AND WOMAN ARE
Study this well. It is important.
CLOTHED WITH POWER
As you learn to release and let - true
form will appear on this earth. Come to The emotions (energy in
the place (or placement) of Creative motion) of man and woman are
intimately involved. Do not
Power and Be. In Being, I AM.
fear these emotions; they are
CREATIVE POWER AND THE just misguided. Draw them into
the Higher Self. Cause these
DAUGHTER OF GOD
energies to work for you and
T w o m u s t b e c o m e o n e f o r not against you. Negative
objectification to occur. Man and energies without the support of
woman must enter the gates together the GodSelf are destructive.
submitting to the loss of 'self' (that Draw them up to serve the King
degree of self that has been contained in (I AM)!
matter). It is through this gate of
awareness and absolute surrender to the THE PROCESS
Father On High, that man and woman
will harvest the Child of their union: the Even as the conscious and the
Creative Power. This Creative Power - subconscious must agree to
the Daughter of God - is the powerful have peace and manifestation,
Creative Energy now being introduced so must agreement be achieved
on this planet. It is many, many times between the man and woman
more potent than the kundalini force partners. This agreement
you are acquainted with at this time, and between man and woman
it will introduce to you a much swifter cannot come by giving in - one
process of regeneration as it is given to the other. It must come by
from the position of the Universe absolute surrender into the
Higher Life. There complete
Creator.

The only mate you have is I AM. As you
Continued on page 7
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accord rests. As man and woman face each
other - often like two raging bulls locking
horns - there is no compromise! The
ascension process demands that each
partner - sensing a block - goes into a
higher state of consciousness. This
process can be likened to going through
the "eye of the needle." A surrender takes
place into the divine will of the Creator,
which causes a new, vibrant realization to
manifest. Each partner in this ascension
process surrenders to the Mind of God or
Divine Intelligence. Here in this
dimension is the answer, the agreement.
And through this process man and woman
are connected in a higher degree than
before. EVERY TIME THERE IS A
STALEMATE AND THE PARTNERS
SURRENDER INTO A HIGHER AND
D E E P E R
L E V E L
O F
CONSCIOUSNESS WHERE
AGREEMENT CAN OCCUR, THEY AS THE TWO IN ONE - ASCEND! That
is the process you are going through many of you - now. Work with the process
together.
As man and woman stabilize as new form,
new rhythms emerge, and Creative Power
joins you as power ready to serve the light.
Holy spheres of containment are yours as
you learn to go into the light, submit
yourself to the light of God The Son. Man
and woman are One in that place and shall
forever Be. As you can let go of old
patterns and join the Oneness in you,
peace shall reign Supreme.
To conclude: When man and woman have
reached a stalemate and can go no further
together but "up", then is the time for both
partners to return their energy (e-motion)
to God, higher vision. This giving way to
the GodSelf creates a new placement of
energy, a new dimension. In this new
dimension man and woman stand together
at-one. The power of God ignites the
Three.
LIVING IN THE POWER
This process of opening up to the new
light, or the light of Creative Power,
signals a new era on earth and throughout
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the cosmos. It is necessary for man and
woman to practice this higher
alignment consistently until the
energy within them stabilizes. The
stabilization is the Higher Mind. It is
the creative flow of the Divine
Intelligence. A new identity is reached
for both parties.
As we have studied and realized the
potential of the Creative Power as it is
directly guided through you as an
individual consciousness waking up
to the light, so now is given the
understanding of the Two in One. Man
and woman learn to create together in
the God-Center and they do this by
surrender - not to one another - but to
the One. Holy spheres contain only
One, remember that. All things come
together in One, as One.
As Creative Power rises and decrees
Itself, man and woman are released
from the 'karma' of separation. It is
time for man and woman to love as
Christ. That is the new order.
Approaching this new order one learns
to direct all love to the Christ Plane.
There it (the love sent) is expressed in
a universal way.
There is no right nor wrong as the man
and woman face each other. Both must
give into the Light. If you persevere
you will understand this ascension
process. It is very important that you
do understand, as two must rise as one.
Let the human ego go as the two find
wholeness and completeness on a new
level of consciousness: the
omnipresence of God.
For those who have no partner in their
living experience at this time: There is
a working partner within you. For
truly mating must begin in you. As you
experience that mating within

yourself, the mate of your
experience does externalize.
As you meet the opposite pole in
your daily life, apply these
principles. Raise your
consciousness into Oneness and
give yourself to that Oneness as
you do this. Remember, do not
try to change the other person.
But rather alter your own
frequency; lift your own
consciousness; find the oneness
within. As you practice this - the
unity of poles - so shall your
partner externalize.
F R I D AY
(March 29, 1991)
At noon today I, Crystal,
received these words: I will
glorify the body.
Study these words very carefully
for it is a command from the
heavens and it shall fulfill itself.
Throughout the Easter
Experience (1991) I, Crystal,
have been aware that Lord Jesus
Sananda is undertaking the
Gethsemane experience again.
This time in a collective and
universal scale. These words
have come to me:
As it is Gethsemane again, Christ
Michael, who we know as Jesus,
is going to resurrect the body of
His own people (often called "the
elect" in Christian literature).
The "coming of the Lord" is this
body of light as the resurrected
body of man (man, woman and
child). I will harvest My own.
This is the ingathering.
The Lord Jesus Sananda (Christ
Michael) is in the process of
resurrecting the members that
make up the Body of Christ
which is the body - your body, my
Continued on page 8
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body - transfigured into the Body of
Light.
For nearly two thousand years an
invitation has been extended by the One
we have called "Jesus" to partake of His
body: to sup with Him. This has been
called communion in the Christian
Church. This participation in the
communion - rightfully taken - acts as an
Act of Grace.
As you have willingly given yourself to
Me, so now I give Myself - My Son's Life
- to you as the Light Body.
The Lord's Supper, as it has been
celebrated, permits the Ingathering to
take place. All members of His Body are
resurrected into the Body of Light, or the
Light of the Son. This is the degree of
Creative Power now manifest. You have
the opportunity to manifest this Creative
Power in your own consciousness.
Attend the Supper with the Lord.
EAS T E R
MORNING
(March 31, 1991)
When Jesus The Christ walked this
planet in full awareness that He was
embodiment of the Creator of this
Universe, He reversed the system and
gave new life to every living thing. He
bestowed upon this planet a new seed
which was created by His sacrifice of the
mortal shell - "I AM the resurrection and
the life" was His divine decree - and He
redistributed His energy as Creator - "I
have forsaken you not" - into a new
creation or a vibrant new Seed. He
renewed the grass He planted. He raised
you into the perimeter of Creative Power
that is governed by His Word.

consciousness - is dormant no
longer. It is the very life essence of
God
Himself in us as One. Harvest
UNIVERSITY PAPERS #58
that
God
and manifest that Creator!
Continued from page 7
For I have come again! And I know
Earth by His presence. As Jesus, My own!
Creator Michael descended upon
Earth: here upon this earth He C0ME TO THE B0DY OF LIGHT
realized His Creative Power (March 31, 1991 8:00 PM)
(Daughter of God, Divine Mother Now if you will focus on your body
Energy) and restored His creation of light. Feel the mantle of Christ, the
to its rightful place saying: "It is light body, as your form. Begin to
good."
become accustomed to its vibration vibrating in tune with the glorious
Jesus took upon Himself the Christ - the light of the world. You
burdens (karmic imprint) of the have been promised this light body,
world. He wore the mantle, or the and it is with you. You are on the
mask, of flesh which was the result Plane of Resurrection blessed by His
o f t h e L u c i f e r R e b e l l i o n glory and the achievement of His
(sometimes called the Fall of Man). promise. (My glorified Flame is
This Rebellion decreed separation. within you.)
Jesus entered this system to decree
w h o l e n e s s : o n e n e s s . H i s Feel the body of light as your own
consciousness, being of oneness, being, your actual body. Within this
vibrated Truth to Earth. Her centers body, you have all the things you
were touched. Earth became the need. You simply accept, receive,
new star of the System.
and let go. The letting go permits the
actual forming or materializing of
As one with all life Jesus made that need.
Truth vibrate into all regions of this
planet; Sananda (Jesus) was the Again, your house is the body of
passageway through which God light. It is the glorious Creative
could realize Him/Herself as Son, Power sealed as a radiant vibrational
U n i v e r s e c o m p l e t e . J e s u s holy sphere. It is the second coming
consciously released all life into that you speak of so often in your
another dimension. In this way are churches. In this place you will never
you redeemed and made whole in die.
Me.
ENTER INTO THE PLACE I HAVE
Jesus was the Seed of God: the New PREPARED
Revelation. To this you are called. No more are you weakened by
mortal longing. Occupy the body of
As Jesus rose, casting off the light and feel it as your body now: the
mortal shell, so must you in this day immortal body of Christ. Here in this
vibrate a new creation for all the place be. It is the great anointing.
world to see and know.
Every chakra is open.

MAN AND WOMAN

We are now to take up the Original Seed
of Christ: the Seed, which is creative Fire
in you, that was cast in the beginning So many have missed this point of
after the order of Melchizedek (the what truly occurred. But now we
can catch it, can't we? We can
original Program of God).
understand that the one we called
Jesus personified the New Seed.
SON OF GOD EMERGED
The Creator of this Universe blessed That Seed - which is in our

The "Judgment" is over: Concluded
by the Karmic Board. I have received
you into My Kingdom and have
welcomed you with open arms. You
Continued on page 9
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see Me not, but I AM. And I hold you in
Feel the body of light. Sense it. And
the direct beam of My Presence. I cancel
adapt yourself to it, as you begin to
out the lie.
change into a much lighter
d i m e n s i o n a l b o d y. Yo u a r e
Thus a new field of Energy is born.
enraptured now.
Come, travel with Me into realms of
light. Here abide with Me. We are one.
WALK LIGHTLY
Let peace now descend upon this
Nourish the Christ Flame as It is indeed
planet. Earth - Begin to ascend! I
the body of light. Well nourished, It
want you conscious, Earth. Even as
becomes a fountain of My Presence.
Man is conscious, so must you Be.
You talk with Man. And he (and she)
Be at peace now, resettled in a new life of
must answer you. Lo, there shall be
Creative Power and dominion. Hold that
an interchange. And that interchange
sacred spiral that you are. Train yourself
shall focus a new realization of
to seek this lighted form in expression,
Creative Power, as all come to the
fanning that light within you. Lo, it shall
realization of attunement.
become your actual beingness vibrating
as the body of light.
I glorify the heavens now. All things
are touched. Not one ray of life shall
Every time you seek that Flame within, It
remain standing lest it breathes the
radiates outwards and is intensified as
Breath of Me.
the body of light. You are able to travel in
this body, blessed by My Presence
Walk lightly upon this Earth. H a v e
everywhere you go. Your molecular
the glory to walk with her. Give her
structure is changing right now. Sealed
breath to breathe; and listen to her
off in this Presence, I permit this change
needs and answer them, as I would
in you. Let the change occur and you will
answer you.
recognize the immortal life you are; and
you will see the Creative Power rise and
I call the Earth into a new circuit of
express with love. And it will express
energy re-formed in Me (stabilized
continually in and through the Christ
Grace). I AM breathing in new
Mind: as all your needs are furnished and
Breath. Into My lands I enter one by
given unto you as seed of My own kind.
one, and pour Myself into them. Each
(This is emergence of the Christ Race,
bud of flower brings new leaf. Walk
the vital energy current of Jesus.)
lightly now in the body of light, that
you might complement, 0 Man, this
Let go now of the mortal, of the false
Earth.
sense of self. Reclaim your body of light
(the activity of the Christ). A great
As you take upon yourself a new
anointing is here. Let the Father within
body (of light) so does Earth. This
be fully glorified by My body in you.
planet is not forsaken. I sent you to be
Have you not supped with Me and taken
with her at this time that she might
upon yourself My body? Shine forth the
rise with you.
given Light: the vital Flame of the Lord
thy God, who inhabits you as you.
Position yourself on the glorious
Identify with that Flame.
Plane of Resurrection. I have come!

THE THUNDER OF
CHANGE
When one is drawn onto
the spiritual path,
searching for a reason
why...there is much
information. But as the
seeker begins to believe
and to stabilize in the
spiritual dimension,
something (seemingly)
goes wrong. Like a
warning thunder it comes,
growing louder and
louder. It is the shift. For
even as the growing
awareness of a spiritual
life becomes sharper and
more profound, so does
this shifting awareness
cause a new dimension to
emerge. New patterns
arise to take the place of
the old. During this
period, it can well seem as
though one's entire world
is collapsing.
For the neophyte, this can
be frightening indeed.
Here is where wise
counsel tells the seeker:
Stand steady. All is well!
So it is with our planetary
shift: STAND STEADY.
ALL IS WELL.
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